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Climate change velocity is an increasingly used metric to assess the broad-scale climatic exposure and 
climate change induced risks to terrestrial and marine ecosystems. However, the utility of this metric 
in conservation planning can be enhanced by determining the velocities of multiple climatic drivers in 
real protected area (PA) networks on ecologically relevant scales. Here we investigate the velocities 
of three key bioclimatic variables across a nation-wide reserve network, and the consequences of 
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present-day and future topoclimates, we assessed the velocities of growing degree days, the mean 
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resolution data. Even so, the current temperature conditions were projected to disappear from almost 
all the studied PAs by the end of this century. Thus, in PA networks with only moderate topographic 
variation, far-reaching climate change induced ecological changes may be inevitable.

Measurements of the magnitude and geographic variation of climatic changes across the network of protected 
areas (PAs) provide relevant information for conservation planning, enabling the targeting of management in 
the PAs most at risk in the face of climate change1–6. One approach for assessing the climate-change-based risks 
is the climate change velocity, a metric which de�nes the speed and direction of climate shi�s over a given area4. 
Although the majority of the climate velocity studies have been conducted in terrestrial environments, there is 
now an increasing amount of climate velocity research also addressing marine environments4,7,8.

Technically, climate velocity is a generic metric which nevertheless provides ecologically relevant information 
for climate-wise conservation planning2,4,9. Such information is particularly useful for identifying regions and 
PAs where climate conditions are changing most rapidly, exposing them to high rates of climate displacement3. 
Climate velocity has typically been used to assess the climatic risks for the persistence of species and populations9, 
but in cases where rapid changes in the climate a�ect ecological engineer and keystone species, profound impacts 
can be carried over to community structure and ecosystem functions2. Considering PAs as such, climate velocity 
assessments can be used to identify PAs which face substantial di�culties in retaining ecological conditions that 
promote present-day biodiversity. Moreover, climate velocity analyses are important in regions which would 
need new stepping-stone conservation areas to support species movements to complement the PA network, or 
conversely, to detect PAs with particularly low climate velocities which could provide potential climate refugia 
for local populations3,4,6,10.






















